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Chapter 1

Adapted from the original text, *Animal Farm* by George Orwell.
Chapter 2

Adapted from the original text, *Animal Farm* by George Orwell.

Napoleon, Snowball, and Squealer live on the farm.

Napoleon, Snowball, and Squealer do not like Mr. Jones.

Mr. Jones leaves the farm.

Napoleon's job is feeding the animals.

The cows give a lot of milk.

The chickens give a lot of eggs.
Adapted from the original text, *Animal Farm* by George Orwell.
Chapter 3

The pigs give all animals a job.

The animals grow food in the Summer.

In Fall, the animals put the food together.

The pigs teach the animals to read and write.

Adapted from the original text, *Animal Farm* by George Orwell.
The animals write a new rule.

Every Sunday, animals get a new job.
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Chapter 4

Adapted from the original text, *Animal Farm* by George Orwell.

Snowball and Napoleon fight.

Other farmers want to take the farm and land.

Snowball plans to fight other farmers.

Snowball and the animals fight and win!

The animals think Snowball is a hero.
Chapter 5

Adapted from the original text, *Animal Farm* by George Orwell.
Chapter 6

The animals find rocks to build the windmill.

Boxer works hard. The animals work on Sunday.

Clover is worried that Boxer will get sick.

Napoleon and Squealer sleep in the house.

Clover thinks sleeping in the house is not the rules.
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A hurricane breaks the windmill.

Napoleon blames Snowball.
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Chapter 7

There isn't enough food for all the animals.

Animals on the farm have a meeting.

4 pigs are friends with Snowball.

The farm dogs kill the 4 pigs.

Killing is not the rules.
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Chapter 8

The animals build a second windmill.

Farmer Feredrick is mad and breaks the second windmill.

Many animals are hurt.

Squealer is mean and likes when animals are hurt.

Hurting animals is not the rules.
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Chapter 9

Boxer hurt his foot.

The animals want more food.

Napoleon says he is farm President.

Old animals do not work.

Boxer is sick and dies.
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Chapter 10

The animals and farm have changed.

Pigs are bossy.

Napoleon and pigs have a party.

Many animals are not invited.

The party is not fun. Pigs are mean.
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The end
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